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Abstract. In this paper we present a new classification model for distribution
architectures of synchronous groupware. Former models divide distribution archi-
tectures into centralized, replicated and hybrid ones. Such a classification is not
expressive enough to argue about pros and cons of a specific realisation, thus in the
past discussions about distribution architectures were very emotional. Discussions
about best architectures are going on. A model with stronger expressiveness
would help to clear up this discussion.
Our classification model distinguishes five basic architectures and several sub-
types. It allows discussing aspects of distribution architectures in detail. We used
this model to classify some groupware platforms. A list of criteria at the end of
this paper demonstrates the influence of specific architectures on groupware
usage.
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1 Introduction

Synchronous groupware brings together users which are geographically distributed and
connected via a network. There exist a variety of platforms, e.g. Groupkit [24], COAST
[29], Habanero [20], which relieve the groupware developer from struggling with standard
problems like network details, synchronization algorithms, etc., and allow him or her to
concentrate on application-specific details. A significant distinctive feature of groupware is
the distribution architecture, which defines, which parts of a groupware application run on a
central server, which parts run on decentral sites and how sites are logically linked which
each other. Choosing a specific distribution architecture has an important influence on how
groupware can be developed and used. The distribution architecture has affects on several
topics, to mention some: application's response time and fault tolerance can be improved
using decentralized architectures. In general, decentralised architectures scale much better
than centralized. On the other hand, some runtime services such as storing documents can
be developed much easier, if a distribution architecture with a central server is used.
Many designers of groupware focus on the distribution architecture when presenting their
platforms. Unfortunately the terms defining a specific distribution architecture are extremely
vague. The classical approach to describe distribution architectures (e.g. in [1], [4], [15],
[26]), distinguishes between two types:



• In central architectures, the groupware application runs on a central server. This archi-
tectures often are called single-site execution.

• In replicated architectures, the groupware application runs on each user's site (multi-site
execution).

These definitions are based on projects, in which original single-user applications are used
inside a collaborative environment. Since such applications have no additional code for
performing group-oriented services, they are called collaboration-transparent [16]. Such
applications cannot be divided into components, usually such single-user applications are
applications 'of-the-shelf' - no source code nor program documentation for modifications
are available. On one hand, well-known collaboration-transparent application with high
quality reduce learning efforts for end-users. On the other hand, the lack of collaboration
services can be viewed as a big disadvantage.
Applications specially designed for group environments (so-called collaboration aware
applications), offer more possibilities for distributing their components. Thus a set of new
distribution architectures were introduced:
• Hybrid or semi-replicated architectures divide applications into components which run

centralized as well as replicated.

Meanwhile several platforms exist which offer different distribution architectures. Unfor-
tunately, the above classification into three types allows no detailed argumentation about
advantages and disadvantages of specific architectures. Most of the newer platforms, which
support collaboration aware applications, have to be summarized under the architecture
hybrid, though there exist big differences between them.
The problem becomes even worse, when we take different services of groupware platform
into account. There are different stages of collaboration, which have to be supported by a
platform, e.g. preparing a session, joining a session, running the collaborative application,
storing persistent artefacts. Each stage may have its own distribution architecture, e.g. an
artefact can be stored centrally on a server, but the collaborative application runs replicated.
Assigning one single distribution architecture (e.g. hybrid) to a specific platform means
blurring the details.
The current discussion about distribution architectures is ongoing. Many new platforms
present new architectures. To discuss pros and cons of architectures in more detail, a new
classification model has to be introduced, which provides a richer expressiveness than the
centralized-replicated-hybrid classification. Before we present our own classification
model, we discuss some related models.

2 Related work

Patterson's taxonomy [21] was one of the first architectural models for synchronous group-
ware. The model assumes that the primary task of a groupware application is to maintain con-
sistency in shared states. Patterson divides groupware applications into four layers.
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Figure 1: Variations of Patterson's taxonomy [21]

The display is directly linked to the user, the view contains the display's logical presenta-
tion, the model describes the internal, transient state and the file describes the persistent
state of the application. Patterson's taxonomy distinguishes four layers, even if in a concrete
implementation some layers are merged together or left out completely.
Patterson allows to specify, which of these components are located on a central server and
which run on the user's site. As a result of 'unzipping' Patterson's architecture from the
bottom, distribution architectures are implicitly defined. Figure 1a) shows an architecture
with a shared state, i.e. the model and file layer are hosted by a central server. Figure 1b)
shows an architecture without a central server. All layers run replicated without a need for a
central server; model and view are synchronised. Figure 1c) finally shows a hybrid archi-
tecture which needs a central server but allows synchronization between the view compo-
nents.
Patterson admits that continuous data streams (e.g. audio, video) can be modelled only
inadequately in his taxonomy.
Dewan's generic architecture [6] can be viewed as a generalization of Patterson's taxonomy.
Dewan's architecture has no fixed number of layers. As in Patterson's taxonomy, Dewan's
architecture allows 'unzipping' from the bottom. Dewan distinguishes replicated and shared
layers. Data flow is modelled by events, which can be transferred between layers in an hori-
zontal or vertical manner.

3 An alternative classification model

3.1 A model for describing distribution architecture

To describe distribution architectures, we could in principle use Patterson's taxonomy or
Dewan's generic architecture. The degree of 'unzipping' an architecture defines, which com-
ponent is placed on a central server or a decentral site. However, both models are not
expressive enough to describe different architectures in detail. In the following, we present
a model solely designed for describing distribution architectures. The model consists of two
parts: the application scheme and the distribution scheme. The application scheme defines
the components of groupware applications and the distribution scheme defines, how these
components can be distributed among sites.
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Figure 2: The application scheme

Figure 2 shows the application scheme. A groupware application according to this model
consists of three components:
• The application core presents the application's function. It is divided into the compo-

nents functional core and presentation.
• The window system displays the application's windows and receives user events from

e.g. from keyboard and mouse.
• The coordination is responsible for running the application in a distributed environment.

Coordination tasks are, e.g., synchronisation of user input, concurrency control, floor
control, etc.

Links between components indicate data flow. In contrast to Patterson's taxonomy, there is
no file component. Persistence aspects, if any are subsumed under the functional core.
This application schema was influenced by the single user model Arch [32]. Arch compo-
nents correspond to components of the application scheme in the following ways:
• Arch's functional core and domain adapter correspond to the functional core,
• Arch's dialogue component and presentation component correspond to the presentation

component,
• Arch's interaction toolkit component corresponds to the window system.

There is no counterpart in Arch to our coordination component, since the Arch model was
designed for single-user applications only.
In the following, we use this model according to the following set of rules:
• Not all links between components need to exist.
• The coordination component is not always necessary. In such a case, coordination tasks

are performed by the application core component.
• The window system is left out, if it has no special meaning inside a distribution archi-

tecture. In these cases, users and presentation are linked together.
• Depending on the architecture, the internal components of application cores may be

hidden. If on the other hand internal components are displayed, the application core's
frame can be left out to clarify the diagram.

The components of an application scheme can be distributed according to a distribution
scheme. Figure 3 shows the basic distribution schemes:
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Figure 3: Basic distribution types

A rectangle presents one or more components described in the application schemes. Dotted
frames indicate different sites inside a network. In the following, sites which are assigned to
a user are called peers, other computers are called servers. Components hosted by peers are
called decentralized components, components hosted by servers are called centralized
components. Corresponding decentralized component are called replica.
The following basic distribution architectures exist in our model:
a)  Architectures with centralized components: these architectures have at least one cen-

tralized component. Peers are not connected to each other.
b)  Architectures with direct communication: these architectures have no central component

at all. All peers are connected to each other.
c)  Hybrid architectures: these architectures have at least one central component and allow

direct communication between peers.
d)  Asymmetrical structures: have no central component, but distribution of components

among peers is not symmetrical, i.e. at least one peer component has no replica.
e)  Multiple servers: these architectures use more than one server, i.e. central components

are distributed to more than one site.

In the following, we present different variations of each basic architecture. The list of
architectures may not be complete. New platforms possibly introduce new distribution
architectures, thus the list of basic architectures and subtypes may have to be extended in
the future. To reference a certain distribution architecture, we introduce the following
abbreviations:
• An uppercase letter indicates the basic distribution types: C: central components, D:

direct communication, H: hybrid, A: asymmetrical, M : multiple servers. We will intro-
duce two more types, P and Q, later.

• A digit (1, 2 or 3) indicates a subtype.
• Lowercase letters indicate different variations of a subtype.



A specific distribution architecture could be referenced, e.g. by the abbreviation H2b. Same
subtype numbers across different basic type indicate resemblance. E.g. architectures C2, D2
and H2 have similar characteristics, although they were derived from different basic types.

3.2 Architectures with centralized components

Figure 4 shows architectures with centralized components. Dotted frames which combine
components from the same site are left out in the following.
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Figure 4: Architectures with central components

Centralized collaboration-transparent application (C1)
Figure 4a) shows an application, which runs on a central server. The output is distributed
via a window system such as X-Windows. X-Windows is an ideal window platform for
such purposes, because its protocol specification is public [28] and allows individual exten-
sions. X-Windows usually runs on Unix platforms and allows to separate an application
from the corresponding window output, e.g. one can start an application on a fast machine
with much memory and conveniently control the application on his or her desktop com-
puter.
A modification of the X-Windows protocol allows to distribute graphical output to more
than one computer and an application can be used inside a group of users. Any user input is
collected and passed on to the application. The distribution of window output on the one
hand, and the collection of user input on the other hand is done by a virtual window
manager, which runs on the server.
Via this architecture, any X-Windows program can be used inside a group environment
without modification. The disadvantage of this architecture is the lack of coordination
between users. It is possible to make conflicting input, e.g. two users drag the same scroll-



bar into different directions (so-called scroll wars). It is not possible for an application to
detect conflicting situations, nor react in an appropriate manner.
Groupware platforms based on this architecture are e.g. Shared-X [12] and XTV [2]. This
architecture is often considered as the epitome of the centralized architecture.

Collaboration-aware central application (C1b)
The architecture in figure 4b) attempts to offset the disadvantage of architecture C1 only to
support collaboration-transparent applications. The application still runs on a central server,
but separate presentation components generate individual output for each user. This archi-
tecture has, e.g., been realised in the Rendezvous system [14]. Separate presentation
components can be used in two ways: first, every user can choose his own view on the same
data; if, e.g., data present statistics, one user can choose a pie chart, another a bar chart to
display the same data. Secondly, additional output can be used to achieve group awareness.
Presentation components can communicate which each other and can generate overview
views, telepointers etc.
In contrast to C1, an application has to be developed explicitly for this architecture. Both
C1 and C1b are limited to operating systems which support window systems such as X-
Windows. Systems based on Windows or MacOS cannot simply be used as peer computers.
Another disadvantage is the amount of data, which has to be transferred between sites. To
present window contents on peer sites, a big amount of graphical information has to be
transferred (e.g. bitmap images), thus C1 as well as C1b can only be used inside a local area
network.

Centralized state (C2)
The architecture displayed in figure 4c) separates the functional core from the presentation.
Only the functional core is managed by a server. C2 architectures, in contrast to C1 and
C1b, can be implemented on operating platforms without special window systems.
Between server and peer, only state information has to be exchanged, any graphical output
is computed inside the presentation components. The amount of data transferred between
server and peers is much smaller than in C1 and C1b, thus this architecture can be used in
sub-optimal network environments.
Since the state is centralized and the presentation components are decentralized, this archi-
tecture is often called semi-replicated. A groupware platform based on this architecture is,
e.g., Clock ([19], [9]). As discussed in [11], one problem related to this architecture is the
time-critical path between server and sites. It is difficult for the server to make state infor-
mation available in real-time. Caches, attached to the presentation components, can help to
improve real-time characteristics. Administering decentralized data caches requires a
complex protocol which keeps track on consistency of cache contents.

Centralized coordination (C3)
In architecture presented in figure 4d), the functional core is installed at the peers, only a
coordination component runs on a central server. The coordination component's main task
is to ensure data consistency of the decentralised states. The Habanero platform [20], e.g.,
uses the central server to order all events from the peers, which possibly change data. Any
event, coming from a peer is first directed to the server which in turn distributes it back to
the peers. Since the server reads events one after the other, all peers receive events in the
same order. This simple mechanism ensures same states on all peer sites.
Unfortunately, an event needs a round-trip peer-server-peer before it can be computed. This
compensates the advantage of decentralised states, which originally should improve
response time.



3.3 Architectures with direct communication

Figure 5 shows architectures with direct communication links between peers.
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Figure 5: Architectures with direct communication

Dezentralized application (D1)
The decentralized variation of C1 is D1. As in C1, single-user applications can be made
accessible for a group via a window system. D1 attempts to limit the amount of data trans-
ferred inside the network with decentralized operating applications. On one hand, an archi-
tecture with decentralized applications reduces the response time, because the interaction
between user and application does not use the network. On the other hand, it is difficult to
achieve data consistency. To coordinate access to different replica, decentralized coordina-
tion components are used, called conference agents [15].
Simple conference agents allow for one user at a time, to direct input to application. All
other users are locked out, i.e. their user input is ignored. With this mechanism, so-called
floor control is achieved [7]. Only the user, who holds the floor, is able to control the appli-
cation. When a user has finished, the floor is passed on to the next user.
Even in very simple scenarios, it is very difficult to keep the application's data consistent.
There is no way to explicitly access the functional core, thus access has to be done via the
application's dialogue interface. The application's internal structure is hidden. To have a
chance to keep data consistence, some assumptions are made in [15]: the application's
response time has to be nearly the same for all peers. Applications are not allowed to react
on the peer's internal states other than managed by the application. Access to local resources
such as files, local devices etc., is not allowed. These assumptions are difficult to hold in
reality.



In [1] Ahuja et al. compare the architectures D1 and C1 with the help of the Rapport
system. The authors conclude that it is nearly impossible, to solve the consistency problems
in architecture D1.
This architecture is often considered as the decentralized architecture.

Replicated state (D2)
The architecture shown in figure 5b) separates functional core and presentation. In contrast
to C2, the functional core is managed by the peers in a replicated manner. This improves the
response time, since local requests can be handled by the peer without network transactions.
Communication between sites generally is done by changing shared data.
To keep the shared data consistent, synchronisation and concurrency control mechanisms
have to be included. This architecture has been realised, e.g. in the platform Clock [19].
Clock's runtime system allows to switch between D2 and C2.

Replicated state with connected presentation components (D2b)
To solely communicate via the functional core can be viewed as disadvantage. In D2, e.g.,
to distribute co-ordinates of a telepointer among session partners, requires a shared variable
which holds the current pointer position. Every time, the telepointer is moved, this variable
has to be changed, which leads to a change of data in all functional cores on other peer sites.
Presentation components have to keep track of this variable and have to move the tele-
pointer every time the variable changes. The overhead for this mechanism is very high.
The same problem occurs, if continuous data streams such as audio or video have to be
handled. Continuous data streams can insufficiently be mapped to data changes. The real-
time character of these data leads to other communication mechanisms.
Architecture D2b addresses these problems. Instead of communicating via the functional
core, the presentation components are connected to each other. This connection can by
viewed as bypass for time-critical communication. This architecture has, e.g. been realised
in Groupkit [24] and DreamTeam [25].

Decentralized coordination (D3)
This architecture corresponds to architecture C3. The replicated coordination component
avoids performance bottlenecks caused by a central server. On the other hand, the coordi-
nation mechanisms are more complex as in a centralized architecture. This architecture is,
e.g., suitable for realising floor control mechanisms.

3.4 Hybrid architectures

Hybrid architectures have a central component and at the same time direct communication
between peers. There exists a variety of hybrid architectures, from which two variations are
presented in the following.

Centralized state (H2)
Figure 6a) shows a hybrid architecture with has a central state and allows direct communi-
cation between presentation components. This architecture has been implemented in the
Suite platform [4]. H2 is a mixture of C2 and D2b and combines a simple centralized data
management with directly connected presentation components.
Another platform based on this architecture is the Notification Server [22]. The Notification
Server manages shared data and informs the presentation components about relevant data
changes, which in turn update its display (e.g. a window frame).
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Figure 6: Hybrid architectures

Centralized coordination (H3)
Another hybrid architecture is shown in figure 6b). This architecture combines C3 and D3.
In contrast to C3 and D3, the architecture H3 allows a direct coupling between applications.
This enables the use of continuous data streams as mentioned above.

3.5 Other architectures

In the following, some more architectures with special characteristics are described.
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Asymmetrical architectures (A)
Until now, all peers maintained the same sets of components, only servers might be
different from peers. In some cases, it is not necessary, to put centralized components on a
dedicated server. Some tasks can be done by a single peer. This leads to asymmetrical
architectures as shown in figure 7.
In these architectures, there exists a single peer which holds some more components than
the other peers. This peer has to be known by other peers. The peer with special tasks can
be selected from the set of peers automatically at runtime.
Architecture A1 is used e.g. inside the Netmeeting environment [18]. An application runs
on one peer. Besides the local user, other users can join in and control the application. The
coordination component allows only one user to control the application. Since Netmeeting
is based on MS-Windows, it is not possible to use the X-Windows protocol for distributing
the application windows. Instead, windows are copied pixel by pixel to other sites.



Other tasks which can be performed by a single peer may manage the functional core (A2)
or coordinate the applications (A3). For some tasks related to session management (e.g.
joining or leaving a session), it is useful to have one peer for storing special information to
coordinate session states. Inside the DOLPHIN platform [27], one peer is responsible for
writing the document state to file. The DreamTeam platform [25] uses one peer site for
session control.

Pairs (P and Q)
For some scenarios, it can be useful to limit the number of peers to two. In general, pair
architectures can be subsumed under D or A type architectures. We use the letter P to indi-
cate the pair architecture of a corresponding D type and Q for A architectures respectively.
E.g. the architecture P1 corresponds to D1 where Q1 corresponds to A1. We do not classify
pair architectures based on C.
If there are only two peers communicating with each other, the amount of communication
links is dramatically reduced. For scenarios with n peers, n n⋅ −( ) /1 2 connections have to
be managed (each peer has to be connected to each other). This results in heavy network
load, if the network has no built-in multicast support such as Multicast IP [5]. The case n=2
results in the most simple distribution architecture. Remote maintenance and teleservice
software often uses this architecture. One peer can be controlled by another peer, e.g. for
administration purposes. With this kind of software, the actual application runs asymmetri-
cally on one peer, thus remote control software has architecture Q1.
Some groupware applications allow to switch from an architecture (e.g. type C) to this
architecture, if n=2. The video conference software CUSeeMe [31] normally uses a central
server (called reflector), to receive and distribute video information. For sessions with only
two members, CUSeeMe allows to switch to a pair architecture without any reflector (i.e. to
architecture P2b).

Multiple servers (M)
All architectures above have, if any, only one server. In many cases it is useful to have a set
of servers, each of it hosting a component (e.g. the functional core). Figure 8 shows an
example.
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Figure 8: Hierarchical structure

This architecture distributes the functional core to a number of servers, which are hierarchi-
cally connected. This can be done for performance purposes; users, e.g., which are closely
connected (e.g. inside a LAN) can by grouped together, and different groups are only
loosely connected. In this scenario, hierarchical structures have their advantages. A group of



users can access their server very fast inside a LAN, a top-level server connects the different
LANs. Algorithms to maintain consistency are very complex since state information is
spread among two layers of servers.
Variations with multiple servers can be found in real-time channels. In [17] multiple servers
are used to efficiently distribute audio and video data. In [3] the CCU algorithm is
presented, which achieves data consistency with the help of multiple servers. Besides the
hierarchical structure, other structures with multiple servers may be conceived. Serves can
be linked together as a ring, or be fully connected.

4 Discussion

4.1 Overview

Table 1 outlines all distribution architectures presented in this paper.

Our classification model is flexible enough to express new distribution architectures which
may be introduced in the future. As described above, our model consists of the application
scheme and the distribution scheme, which both can be extended. Inside the application
scheme, new components can be identified or existing components can be divided into
smaller components. The distribution scheme can be extended in three ways:
• add a new basic distribution architecture (i.e. use new uppercase letter),
• add a new subtype inside a basic architecture (i.e. use new digit),
• add a variation to an existing architecture (i.e. use new lowercase letter).

This model can be used to classify a huge set of conceivable distribution architectures. In
the end, this classification model is only a means to express and discuss effects of a specific
distribution architecture. In the following chapter, we give an overview of aspects related to
distribution architectures.

Table 1: Distribution architectures overview

Type collaboration examples
C1: centralized application transparent Shared-X, XTV
C1b: centralized application aware Rendezvous
C2: centralized state aware Clock
C3: centralized coordination aware Habanero
D1: decentralized application transparent Rapport
D2: replicated state aware Clock
D2b: connected presentation aware Groupkit, DreamTeam
D3: decentralized coordination aware
H2: centralized state aware Suite, Notification Server
H3: centralized coordination aware
A1: asymm. application transparent Netmeeting
A2: asymm. state aware DOLPHIN
A3: asymm. coordination aware DreamTeam
Q1: asymm. application transparent Remote control software
P2b: connected presentation aware CUSeeMe
M2: hierarchically distr. state aware CCU



4.2 Effects of distribution architectures on groupware usage and development

The discussion about the best distribution architecture for synchronous groupware has a
long tradition. Without completeness, this topic was discussed in [1], [4], [8], [10], [11],
[13], [15], [22], [23] and [30]. Often distribution architectures are discussed more fiercely
and in more detail than architectural styles of groupware applications themselves, such as
MVC, ALV or PAC*. Sometimes, distribution architecture have made the crucial point of a
groupware platform.
Most distribution architectures have advantages as well as disadvantages. In our opinion,
there is no best architecture, it's rather a question of how a specific groupware is to be used.
In the following, we give a list of criteria to assess a specific architecture.

Technical criteria
Network related criteria have great influence on the several real-time aspects of a group-
ware environment. In scenarios with world-wide operating peers or slow network links (e.g.
modems), D architectures are more suitable than C or H architectures. If, on the other hand,
all sites are placed inside a LAN, network delays can be neglected; thus C architectures
have advantages, because they lead to much simpler algorithms. Sometimes, a specific net-
work infrastructure requires a distribution architecture. If, e.g., multicast services are based
on native multicast, an architecture with direct connected sites has to be used.
Another important criterion is the hardware and operation system platform of peer sites. If,
e.g., not all sites are able to run the desired application locally, the architectures C1 or A1
have to be used. If on the other hand standard window toolkits such as X-Windows are not
available at peer sites, C1, D1 or A1 cannot be used.

Organizational criteria
It is always difficult to introduce groupware to a team which has already formed its
organizational structure, thus additional demands by the groupware should be avoided. E.g.
C or H architectures require a central server, which has to be installed and administered.
Some small departments or companies have no administrator, thus central servers would
cause organizational problems. In addition, central servers are a cost factor. Normally
servers are expensive because they have to be fail proof and perform a high throughput.
From the view point of costs, D and A architectures are more suitable.
Additional costs can arise from the network infrastructure. If, e.g., sites are connected to the
Internet via a service provider, one could be charged according to the amount of network
packages sent or received. Architectures based on a windows system (such as C1, C1b, D1
or A1) transfer a huge amount of data between sites, thus would cause high communication
costs.

Criteria related to groupware development
The easiest way to integrate an application into a group scenario is to use applications of-
the-shelf and avoid expensive developments. For collaboration-aware applications, some
specific development cannot be avoided. With the help of groupware platforms, the
development cycle can be shortened. In addition, the choice for a specific distribution
architecture can affect development costs. Architectures with centralized states such as C1b,
C2 and H2 allow to handle data management much easier than architectures with replicated
states (e.g. D2). Having data stored on a central server allows to keep track on all data
manipulation, thus debugging becomes easy. A log can store all state changes for a certain
time (e.g. some days), and thus makes it possible to analyse consistency problems. From the
view of consistency, distribution architectures with central components lead to easier algo-
rithms than architectures with direct communication.



This list of criteria shows that a choice for a distribution architecture is strongly influenced
by the scenario to be realised. A certain architecture may be a suitable for one scenario, but
may have many disadvantages in another scenario.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a new approach to classify distribution architecture for synchro-
nous groupware. In contrast to former classification models, this model allows to argue about
pros and cons of a certain architecture in detail.
The model consists of two schemes: an application scheme splits up groupware applications
into components and a distribution scheme distributes these components among sites. If in the
future, new distribution schemes will be introduced, both schemes can be extended.
Many distribution architectures for synchronous groupware have been introduced, all having
great influence to corresponding groupware systems. To gain acceptance by end-users, we
have to take into account their specific usage scenarios. A choice of criteria presented in this
paper shows, how the model can help to reason about distribution architectures. Most archi-
tectures have advantages as well as disadvantages. To choose the right architecture, the
specific development and usage scenario has to be taken into account.
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